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goods sector grew one and a half to more than two times as fast as
the consumer goods sector (see Table 4). Once industrialization had
reached a fairly high level and the proportion of consumer goods in
total industrial output had fallen to around one-third, the difference
in the rates of growth of both these sectors narrowed down sig-
nificantly, with the producer goods sector expanding only a little
faster than the consumer goods sector. This general pattern of
industrial growth—producer goods expanding nearly twice as
fast as consumer goods in the early phase of industrialization and
the gap between the rates of growth for the two sectors narrowing
down later on—appears to have been a characteristic feature of
economic development in all the major industrial countries.13
Among these countries, there were very real differences in their na-
tural resources endowment, in the accumulation of technical skills,
in the period when they began industrialization, in the speed of
their growth, in their attitude and actual experience regarding
international trade and capital movements, in the propor-
tion of capital goods output devoted to exports, in the fiscal
and other forms of economic policies pursued, and in how industrial
growth was promoted—through private enterprise (and therefore
without a strict pre-determination of sectoral priorities) or through
state encouragement and central planning. Despite these differences
there was nevertheless a striking uniformity in the evolution of the
sectoral pattern of their industrial growth.
In a broad historical sense, there is nothing surprising in such a
development. It is only a common sense proposition that since out-
put of producers goods is the least developed segment in the early
phase of industrialization, it should expand much faster than the
consumer goods sector. Moreover, the share of investment (and
hence producer goods) in national output and expenditure usually
rises in the process of economic growth and calls for a more rapid
expansion of the supplies of producer goods than of consumer goods.
13 This pattern of growth, however, is not restricted to the major industrial
countries only. As Hoffmann has shown by an analysis of changes in industrial
structure over time, it applies to small industrial countries also. He has de-
fined three basic stages in industrial growth in accordance with the changes in
the ratio of the volume of consumer goods output to that of producer good
output; in the first stage, the ratio is 5(+): 1, in the second 2.5(+) : 1 and in
the third it is K+0.5): 1. The fourth stage has a still lower ratio. See Hoff-
mann, The Growth of Industrial Economies, op, cit., pp. 2-3, also Chapter IV.

